LOCAL – Low Carbon Alpine Lifestyles

Final Event
(11-13th October 2019)
- Liechtenstein group visited **Regional museum** in Maribor
- **Presentation of local projects** in form of improvised theatre (talk within groups of what they want and how to show and then perform!)
LOCAL PROJECTS

- **Idrija**: turning parking space in playground for one day
- **Schaan**: making raised beds, planting vegetables and organising a public grillparty with this vegetables
- **Tolmin**: making a vertical garden and printing water-bottles for re-use, with a self-made logo for the whole school
- Tasting **local food** from Liechtenstein, Slovene and French snacks
- **Evening walk** in groups of three – What did we learn, what can we improve? Think, define, write down, share
EVENING WALK

- The best and the worst moment
- The AHA moment (when something became completely clear, when you learned something you find important)
- How was the communication in your group?
- What was the most demanding situation with which you had to deal with and how did you solve it?
- Did you find out you have some attributes that were helpful or some that you could improve?
- Did you meet your expectations from January about this project? If not, why?
DAY 2

MARIBOR

- Visit of an urban garden; English translation of the tour provided by the participant (photo on the right)
- Lunch (Slovene traditional food)
- Luka Lubi about youth work at the municipality
- Free time
• UniVert (student society) presentation for sustainable lifestyle
  Their presentation: https://www.facebook.com/univert73/
• Everyday commitments – How can I lower my CO₂ footprint? Writing our personal goals down
• Evening free time and socialising
EVERYDAY COMMITMENTS

By standing right or left we expressed how much we agree with ... and then explain why.

- I would like to live in the mountains
- I am afraid for the future
- I consider my nutrition respectful for the environment
- In order to take care of the environment I can renounce to a beef / coffee / chocolate
- I can easily find organic / local food
- My carbon impact is reasonable
- We are too many on the planet
- I already bought second hand clothes
- I have a car
- Last time I went to the mountains I went by car
- I took once / twice / three times the plane this year
- It is easy for me to use the public transport/bike
- I skied in a ski resort this year
- Living in the mountains is helpful to feel closer to the nature
- Practicing sports in the mountains disturbs the nature
- I feel part of the Alps
- **Youthpass** – what is it, how and what to write
- **What now?** – playing with ideas of how to continue with local projects, then focus and think of possible next steps
- **Evaluation** – outside and on paper
• Fills each participant by themselves
• Giving them some ideas of skills, they probably got during the project
• Time for themselves to think and write down, what applies to them
• Talk in pairs, exchange their opinions
• Invite them to finish their Youthpass at home online
**WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?**

- **Idrija**: Station for e-bikes in front of the centre, playground every Friday, sledding from the centre
- **Schaan**: Preparing the soil, meeting our “Pro” & discuss next planting, make meeting regular again, discuss what happens in winter, maybe invite more youngsters, creating more raised beds
- **Tolmin**: give re-usable bottles to new students every year, instead of just drinks, put also Cedevita powder bags in vending machine
Having more or less fun!